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July 01, 2019 By Robin Young

Go-go music, a distinctive, D.C.-specific offshoot of funk, has endured for decades through cultural
shifts, fluctuations in popularity and law enforcement purges. Now go-go has taken on a new mantle:
battle hymn for the fight against a gentrification wave that’s reshaping the city. (Alex Brandon/AP)
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For many residents of Washington, D.C., the city's soundtrack is a
percussion-heavy subgenre of funk known as go-go. Artists like the late
Chuck Brown and Trouble Funk got go-go going in the 1970s, and the beat
goes on in neighborhoods across the District today.

"Go-go music within itself is derived from the culture of the Washington,
D.C., metropolitan area, and what it stems from is the grooves — the
Afrocentric grooves — that really encompasses the mind and the soul and
the body," says Nico Hobson, founder and president of GoWin Media, a D.C.-
area music promotion and internet radio company.
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But as the city has gentried, the future of go-go has become uncertain — so
uncertain that a city council member has offered up a bill that would make it
the official music of D.C. Aer a contentious battle involving a local CD store,
concerned residents have rallied around a hashtag: #DontMuteDC.

The movement to maintain go-go as a bedrock element of D.C. culture is
benecial for all who live in the District, Hobson tells Here & Now.

"If you went to Mexico, they have a culture that reverberates through
everybody that's in that region," he says. "And so it's no different depending
on what area you go to in the United States. The sound of go-go was born
right here, and what makes go-go so special is that it is [an] all-
encompassing music and style."

Check out the D.C. Public Library's go-go archive

Interview Highlights
On the incident that sparked recent activism aimed at protecting go-go

"Well let me give a little clarity on how the whole situation initiated. The
storefront, which is called Central Communications, which is ran by a good
friend of mine, Donald Campbell, not only sells go-go PA tapes, or CDs, but it
also sells mobile cellphones for T-Mobile. And that area right there really has
gentried. I'd say even 10 years ago, you would have never seen a Caucasian
person walking through that area as oen as you do now, which … anybody
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that's from the old D.C. will be thoroughly surprised at now. And so the new
people that came in put in a complaint to T-Mobile, and T-Mobile asked him
to mute the music, so to speak.

"So Don, he reached out to another friend of mine who I've worked with in the
past, Ronald Moten, and asked for some help as far as what he should do. So
Ronald ended up galvanizing a few of his friends, and they came together
and a Howard University student ended up putting together a hashtag called
#DontMuteDC in regards to the support of allowing Don and them to play
their music freely as they had been for the last 25 years. And eventually
through the uprising, they garnered 80,000 signatures in the protest — they
[were] only looking for [10,000] initially."

"People that are in go-go feel part of it. So go-go is not just music. Go-go is the
people, thus you got that reaction."
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On how go-go music was born

"The whole purpose of it is when Chuck [Brown] was initially a cover tune
band, like a lot of the bands in the city were, [and] in the midst of him
playing, instead of him stopping in between songs, he wanted to keep the
beat moving to keep the people on the dance oor. In between he told his
drummer, who at the time was 'Sugarfoot' Ricky Wellman, to keep the beat
going. Thus the term go-go. And it also was derived from the old Motown
song 'Going to a Go-Go,' by Smokey Robinson and the Miracles."

On the need for people to educate themselves about neighborhoods and
their respective cultures

"As the old saying says, 'Try it. You'll like it.' The old commercial. 'Try it. You'll
like it.' But people, you know, are stuck in their own ways and they don't
want to take in new things — and one thing when you're dealing with
European attitudes is that sometimes they feel like, 'Look, we run this.' And
so right now you're getting a pushback from the people that's right here in
the D.C. region, and what's great about it is they're coming together on one
accord for change."

Listen To Some Go-Go Music

Bustin' LooseBustin' Loose

Chuck Brown styled a unique brand of funk music as a singer, guitarist and songwriter known as the
"godfather of go-go." He died in 2012. (Nick Wass/AP)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYipMv5CgMo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMAkZepiJkaAbYmkxERAT8A
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Keep Ya Movin'Keep Ya Movin'

Trouble Funk - Pump Me Up (1982)Trouble Funk - Pump Me Up (1982)
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Chris Bentley produced this interview and edited it for broadcast with Kathleen
McKenna. Jack Mitchell adapted it for the web.

This segment aired on July 1, 2019.

Old Confronts New In A Gentrifying D.C. Neighborhood
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Robin Young  Co-Host, Here & Now
Robin Young brings more than 25 years of broadcast experience to her role
as host of Here & Now.
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